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seeing spots 
and polka dots!

FREE CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS BY HOBBY LOBBY®

You'll be seeing spots over
these fun and fashionable

polka-dotted projects!

decorating with dots
Decorate a simple grapevine wreath with clusters of polka-dot decorations, made from 
scrapbook paper, ribbon, buttons, eyelets, silk flowers, and alphabet stickers. Then, take your 
polka-dot passion a little further with a paper-covered shadow box, enhanced with chipboard 
letters, ribbon, rickrack, and matching polka-dot buttons. Continue your whimsical, but decidely 
contemporary theme with a simple scrapbook page.

Look for your favorite 
scrapbooking supplies at 
your local Hobby Lobby...
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dotty favors
Polka-dot delights abound with this 
adorable party favor display. Nestled in 
a holder made from a tall rectangular 
paper-maché box, these cute paper 
cones are perfect for a shower or a 
birthday party. To make them, cut two 
identical circles from bright scrapbook 
paper. Put the circles together to form 
a cone and punch holes in the sides to 
accommodate the handles. Add sturdy 
eyelets, bright cord, cheery ribbon, 
and spotted buttons to complete this 
functional, but oh-so-fun project!



«polka-dot crown
From a page for a princess, to a crown for a queen! 

This perfectly polka-dotted headdress is fun for royalty of any age. 
To make it, cut a simple crown shape from cardstock. Then, 

cover the cardstock with cheerful, coordinating scrapbook paper (heavy 
on the polka-dots, of course!) Finally, add quirky detail with pretty ribbon, 

sparkling gems, and shimmery irridescent glitter.

« shadow box
Make memory-filled wall art for a 
sweet little tyke. Use cheery polka-
dot scrapbook paper to cover the 
back panel of a simple white shadow 
box. Then, add treasured trinkets and 
a few embellishments, like our tiny 
clothesline—it’s hung with sweet, 
polka-dot bows and paper-covered 
clothespin embellishments. Finish with a 
“memories” tag and a cheery nameplate 
(constructed from cardstock, scrapbook 
paper, rickrack, brads, and stickers), and 
you’ve made a one-of-a-kind decoration 
with priceless, sentimental appeal.

«button board book
Blank albums aren’t the only books that 
benefit from polka-dot embellishments. 

This joyful counting book is a terrific 
addition to any child’s library. Lovingly 

made from chipboard, cardstock, 
ribbon, simple binder rings, and polka-

dot scrapbook paper, this bright and 
engaging project also makes a unique 

baby gift. Let your child help you fill the 
pages with buttons, stickers, and bold 

chipboard numbers. 

« altered album
Personal polka-dots take another form 
in this animated album. The book was off-
the-shelf and bland before adding oodles of 
delightful dots. To get this look, cover a basic 
scrapbook album with sheets of polka-dot 
paper. Then, add purple polka-dot ribbon 
and coordinating rickrack for cute detail. 
The finished project is a great place to 
preserve childhood memories, and best of 
all, the altered album is a perfect match for 
your little one’s fun-loving personality. 

« scrapbook page
It’s a page fit for a pink princess! This pretty scrapbook page pairs textured 
cardstock with coordinating shades of polka-dotted scrapbook paper. 
Embellished with self-adhesive gemstones, sweet ribbon, matching brads, 
and 3D stickers, it’s a precious proclamation for your favorite girly-girl.

Precious polka-dots 
are just the thing 
for a cluster of  

joyful projects, from 
whimsical home 
décor, to unique 
gifts, to hip and 

happy keepsakes.


